Through rhythm-typological analysis and cartography the author has detected a similarity in the typological structure of early traditional musical forms belonging to agricultural and wedding genres on the territory which unites Ukraine, Belarus (within its ethnic area at the beginning of the 20 th century), Eastern Poland (the Vistula river basin), and Lithuania (Dzūkija and Aukštaitija). This concerns several dozen song types, composed of items from a common grammatical base, forming the UkrainianBelarusian-Polish early-traditional melo-massif -UBPEM. These types share interethnic (2-4-lingual) areals, which do not correlate with linguistic ones.
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well as music transcriptions). What has also become significant is the development of a structural-typological method (suggested by Stanislav Ludkievich, Filaret Kolessa and Klyment Kvitka at the beinning of the 20 th century: Луканюк/Lukaniuk 2007: 140-161; Людкевич/Liudkevich 2000: 185-197; Колесса/Kolessa 1970: 19-223; Квитка/Kvitka 1971; 1973) , which provided the opportunity to differentiate typical song forms/models among numerous performing song variants, on the basis of syllable-rhythmic modelling.
At the turn of the millennium Ukrainian ethnomusicologists focused on studying typical song forms (melo-forms) of ritual cycles in their areal aspect, using the technique of cartography. Nearly 150 maps were made, outlining geographical areas of most widespread forms and genres. Through this method, typological structural similarities of early musical forms were established on a huge territory, which included Ukraine, Belarus (in the ethnic, not administrative sense), Eastern Poland (within the Vistula river basin), part of Lithuania (Dzūkija and partly Aukštaitija), and the part of South-Russia with traditions adjoining Ukraine (in the Orel-Kursk-Belgorod-Voroniezh segment); 3 see Maps 1-10. I would designate this continuum as Ukrainian-Belorusian-Polish Early-traditional Melo-massif (in further text UBPEM; Map 1). The key characteristics of music traditions within this ethno-cultural massif are the pivotal role of calendar and wedding ritual song complexes, and the typological domination of syllable-rhythmic organization of time-dimensional (measurable) type in the songs themselves.
This paper provides an explanation of specific terms and notions concerning structural elements that determine certain levels of analysis, as well as the classification of the song types. These terms and notions originate from a series of studies written by followers of the structural-typological school in Ukraine and Russia from the 1970s to the early 2000s (Гиппиус/Gippius 1980; 1982; Дорохова, Пашина/Dorohova, Pashina (eds.) 2003; Гошовский / Goshovsky 1971); Луканюк/Lukaniuk 1978; 1980; 1983a; 1983b; 1989; 1996; 2013; Стоянов/Stoyanov 1985; Ефименкова/Yefimenkova 2001) . These terms have been used by contemporary researchers focusing on melogeographical issues within Kiev, Lvov and Moscow schools (for ex. Белогурова, Л. 2010, 2012, 2014) . The author of this study has suggested terms connected to the geographical dissemination of rhythmic formations and elaborated them in several articles (for ex. Klymenko 2010b; 2012а; 2013а) . 3 Specific features that characterise musical tradition within the massif UBPRM appear also in materials collected among Russians, but only in several regions of the areals mentioned here, close to Ukrainian and Belarusian ethnic territories. Obviously, their presence in Russian materials is the result of the influence of Russians' Western neighbours, who migrated together with them to the region Kursk-Belgorod-Voroniezh in the 17 th and 18 th centuries. (More details on the subjects connected to rhythmic organisation as a specificity of creative principles in Russian songs are given in Yefimenkova 2001.) Specific terms used in the study: Time-dimensional (quantitative / measural) type of rhythm. The rhythmic organization of Slavic folk songs (Ukrainians, Belarusians, eastern Poles, Serbs, Bulgarians and others), when the melody is based on a standard formula (usually of 2 or 3 elements), composed on a limited set of well-established figures, characterized by the ratio of the versification to the quantity of musical time. According to researchers' attitudes, accents in the verses are not important in this kind of musical material, while accents in musical rhythm are missing. Namely, there seem to be no strong or weak accents, but the quantity of time between the caesuras is the most important.
Syllable-hronos. The time of a sounding syllable while singing. Three-dimensional (iambic-choriambus-trochaic) principle. Do mi nance of rhythmic formulae originating from iambic "short-long syllable" or choriambus "long -short syllable" figures (see the Table 1 : the formulae 1, 2b, 3b, 4, 6) in certain areas.
Algorithm of three-dimensional principle. Algorithms of varying of initial iambs / trochees by dividing them into three equal syllables; subject of division is only the second syllable of the 4-6-syllabic formulae; the phenomenon is characteristic for the western and northern areas of the Ukrainian-Belarusian area. Two-dimensional spondaic or pyrrhic (e.i. "partite"/ divided) principle, bipartite meter. Dominance of rhythmic formulae consisting of a spondaic stop in which each syllable-hronos is easily divided into two small lengths to form a stack pyrrhic (see the Table 1 : the formulae 2а, 3а, 5) in certain terrain.
Algorithm of a two-dimensional principle, territorial vector of an intensification of a division. Algorithm of a variation of spondaic rhythmic formulae in the eastern and central areas of Ukraine and Belarus: the intensification of a division from north to south is found: in the north a variation appears at the minimum level, in the south forms of derivatives dominates.
In this work I also present and comment on several maps which show the deep and varied historical connections between ethnic groups settled between the Dniper and Vistula rivers.
The Method. An Analytical Allocation and Cartography of the Rhythmic Types
The fundamental approach that became dominant in Ukrainian ethnomusicology from the early 20 th century (school of Liudkievich-Kolessa-Kvitka) is based on determining the syllabic and musical-rhythmic models of groups of tunes. From the 1960-70s these ideas were overtaken by Volodymyr Goshovsky (in Ukrainian: Hoshovsky), who added the aspect of analytical research elaborated by Kliment Kvitka to area mapping, with the application of cartography. From the 1970-2000s principles of the classics were developed by Russian researchers Eugene Gippius and Borislava Yefimenkova, as well as Ukrainian scholar Bohdan Lukaniuk. These researchers came to a joint conclusion about the autonomy of structural levels in song forms, concerning: 1) rhythm of verse, rhythm of tune, and pitch organization; 2) domination of a musical-rhythmic form over the syllabic structure of a song; 3) two basic types of the syllable-rhythmic organization of the time-dimensional (measural) type -a two-dimensional (i.e. "two-partite" / bipartite / divided, pyrrhic (Kvitka 1971; 1973) or spondaic (Klymenko 2012a) 4 and a three-dimensional (iambic or iambus-trochaic); 4) compositions in both rhythmic types (Yefimenkova 2001); and 5) about variation in original rhythmic models and the production of secondary forms through the syllable-rhythmic division (Lukaniuk 1983a (Lukaniuk , 1996 (Lukaniuk , 2013 .
Geographical research of the folk melodies of Ukraine in the 1980s-2000s was carried out successively by scholars of the Lvov school, under the guidance of Bohdan Lukaniuk. Annual collections of articles in a series entitled Melogeography of the Slavs (Славянская мелогеография) have been published in Kiev since 2010 at the initiative of the author of this study: four books have also been issued, each supplemented with colour atlases (in total 176 published maps) and a DVD (Klymenko, ed. 2010d (Klymenko, ed. , 2011a (Klymenko, ed. , 2012с, 2013b . The participants of this project are Ukrainian, Belarusian, Russian (Belogurova 2010 (Belogurova , 2012 (Belogurova , 2014 , Polish, and Serbian (Jovanović 2012) researchers who focus their interest on the spatial distribution of Slavic folk melodies (primarily ritual, being more ancient).
Attention is primarily paid to the study of macro-types, forms that are spread inter-ethnically. They encompass forms known in 2-, 3-, and 4-lingual areas. The tool for such an exploration is macro-arealogy -considered as a branch of melogeography, which investigates interethnic phenomena within a folk music culture. An important condition for such studies is not separate song examples, but melo-massifs -typologically integrated song groups specified through analysis of hundreds (sometimes even thousands) of recordings. The maps are compiled using an overview mapping method, showing only key models, without taking into account various typological forms.
Using such a quantitative research database, it was established that many groups of tunes, called song types by Нoshovsky (Гошовский/Goshovsky 1971) , are the ramified systems of types -I define such groups as typological families; the formulae 2, 4, 5 in Table 1 refer to them (see the series of articles on these types belonging to winter and wedding cycles in Klymenko ed. 2013b et al.).
To unfold analytical procedures of this kind, it is necessary to provide a special database, where musical forms have been described according to a unified system. Forming the parameters of this database is a separate and difficult task, whose rational performance will influence the efficiency of the whole research. Results of an investigation of certain macro-types are represented in several articles written by the author of the present study, containing a significant number of music scores, audio examples, and maps (Klymenko 2008; 2010a-с; 2011b; 2012a, b; 2013а; 2014) .
Another specific feature of a macro-arealogical study is the limitation of material given by the genre. Songs of calendar-seasonal cycles have been more often localized in limited areas, and melodies of wedding cycle are the most convenient for the macro-arealogical comparisons, due to the ubiquitous spread of the genre. It is also important to stress that the macro tendencies detected in the wedding massifs (areas) are confirmed by the materials of winter (carols) and summer rituals (Midsummer night / Kupalo; harvest) melotypology. This fact reinforces the importance of the noticed algorithms.
Key Wedding Macro-Types of the UBPEM and Principal Rhythmic-Stylistic Zones
On Map 2 several large interethnic wedding areas are displayed. They are identified by codes that correspond to typical rhythmic formulae represented in Table 1 .
The summarized area obtained the wedding type with verse 5+5+7 (as well as its antecedent form, although less common variant 4+4+6, see Table 1 , Formula 1) -the extraordinary example of a song structure covering the whole macro-area of the UBPEM (Maps 2, 4). When we speak of borders, we can see that the Northern, North-Eastern and South-Western borders are precise; however, Western (on the left bank of the upper and middle Vistula River) and North-Western (on the Lithuanian territory) still need to be defined precisely. The Southern and South-Eastern segments of the area have no definite borders because of the migrant character of traditions in these regions (see in detail Klymenko 2010а, 2013а).
The formula 5+3 is spread over almost as large area as the previous one: excluding Lithuania; it occupies only the right bank of Vistula River in Poland (Maps 2, 3). It is also widely known in the songs of the spring-summer season (spring songs, songs for the rite "pack off rusalkas"
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, mid-summer night songs, harvest songs) inside the wed-ding macro-area. The 5+3 area is divided into two large zones: Eastern, and Western and North-Western. In the former, the formula has a two-dimensional structure (Table 1, Formula 2a) , and in the latter -a three-dimensional one (Formula 2b). A division into two zones is also confi rmed by the wedding formula area 5+5 (Map 5), which also has two basic dimensions:
(Formula 3a) and (Formula 3b). It is worthwhile comparing the wedding type areas (Formula 5, Map 6) and (Formula 6, Map 9): both of them cover huge territories, which unite Ukraine and Belarus vertically, but there is an important difference:
type has a Central-Eastern orientation in the UBPEM territory, and the type a Central-Western one. We can see that the UBPEM area is internally heterogeneous; the role of some rhythmic-stylistic macro-vectors is important for its inner division. Here are the main such vectors (Map 10):
1) As we can see, by the quantitative prevalence of three-dimensional or two-dimensional rhythmic forms in the local repertoire of wedding, harvest and Midsummer (Kupalo-Petrivka) genres, the UB-PEM is contingently divided into the "iambic West + North" and "spondeic Centre + East" (see in detail Klymenko 2012a). The border between the zones lies approximately on the line Polotsk-MinskDrohychyn (Brest region)-Rivne-Ternopil-Galych. The "iambic arc" 6 outlines a large area once settled by carriers of spondeic forms (in the South-East this area it fl ows into the zone of the late migrant [in the 18 th and 19 th centuries] settlements of Slobidschyna, the Don area). This arc starts at the Ukrainian-Polish borderlands; the algorithm of three-dimensional thinking dominates in Western Galicia, also spreading through the upper and middle Vistula basin; it is signifi cant in Pidliassia, west of Beresteischyna, and covers the West (Paniamonnia), North (Paazierie) and East (upper Dniper) of Bielorussia as a semicircle. In separate manifestations the eastern part of the arc extends to traditions of Siverschyna (the North of Sumy region, Ukraine).
Inside each macro zone, the relative domination centres of the iambuses or spondees are revised. The distinct two-dimensional spondeic principle is observed in precisely explored Middle Polissia (between the Dniper and Horyn river). Conversely, in the Beresteischyna-Volyn'-Polissia region, the majority of ritual forms are organized according to the three-dimensional principle; they are presented here in their original iambic versions. The accumulated sum of the (in Ukrainian Зелені святки). In Ukraine, these rituals and songs have been known in Kiev Polesie (region of Chernobily). 6 "Iambic arc" (in Ukrainian: ямбiчна дуга) -cambered area of dissemination of yambic rhythms; the term was used for the fi rst time in Белогуровa/Belogurova 2010. With the accumulation of data, I started using this expression with the meaning of regional determination of corresponding zones in terms of Ukrainian-Belarusian melogeography.
facts allows considering this zone as a potential formative "kernel" of the Eastern Slavic iambic forms (see Klymenko 2011b).
2) The mobility of a syllable-rhythmic form in the songs of Belarusians and (especially) Ukrainians is considered to be their systematic feature. The principles of variation in this respect are different. Two basic methods of the rhythmic variation -a syllable-rhythmic division of a model with saving its musical duration (2.1), or an adding of a syllable with a simultaneous prolongation of duration (2.2) -a mechanism of their action, shown through the example of diyamb, may be seen in the next table:
These methods of rhythmic variations are noted, associated with two/three-dimensional origin of formulae, in concordance with corresponding areas.
2.1. Division is applicable to both rhythmic kinds; still, only in the two-dimensional rhythms of the Central-Eastern zone does such division create a geographically regulated algorithm with a territorial "vector of an intensifi cation of a division" which is directed from the North-East to the South of the UBPEM. It systematically comes out in two wedding macro-typesand (Maps 3, 6; see Klymenko 2012a): inside the Eastern massif there exists a division into the a) Northern part (upper Dniper + Western Dvina) where the rhythm is close to the model; b) the middle part (Prypiat' and Desna Polissia) where the syllabic form is changeable during one song performance (we name this method a random division mode), and с) the Southern part, where only a derivative form of a rhythm in combination with an extended norm of a verse is fi rmly used (Volyn', Podillia, Middle Dniper, the left bank of Dniper).
2.2. An "additional" 7 mode corresponds to the three-dimensional group of rhythmic types; it is more frequently used in the 5-syllable and 7-syllable groups (see Клименко/Klymenko 2012b) which make up the compositions (formula 4, Map 7), , ) which make up the and others. This mode is spread over a large territory, where it forms two zones: a) Southern: Halych and Estern Polish regions (from ancient Halych through the upper Dnister to the upper Vistula), territory of Lemky, Nadsiannia, the confl uence of Vistula and Western Bug. b) North-Western: Beresteischyna and Pidliassia, Neman and the Western Dvina basins, including the Southern districts of the Pskov region.
The melo-typological similarity of local traditions located at long distances from each other became evident due to the discovery of regional type systems of rhythmic variation. A survey of the related melo-forms from remote areas has revealed that today we cannot limit ourselves to typological analysis of tunes only. To achieve analytical comparability of materials from different regions it is necessary to take into account the influence of regional stylistic norms, which appear in form-building tendencies over a huge territory -in particular, in the typical "rhythmic algorithms" (Клименко/Klymenko 2012a; 2013а) .
Some Conclusions and Perspectives
The UBPEM area unites the ritual song art of several ethnic groups; yet, it has been delimited in general terms only. The largest number of limiting isolines runs from the North and from the East. Their well-defined passage has been explained by numerous explorations of the border areas by Russian ethno-musicologists. On the other hand, sp far only a dashed line in the Vistula river region shows the Western boundary; a firm conclusion will demand the involvement of Polish materials and participation. The North-Western boundary, according to preliminary data, joins Dzūkija and partially Aukštaitija to the UBPEM. The presence of the Carpathian mountain massif is a significant factor for forming the South-Western frontier. The Southern (Ukrainian Black Sea region) and the South-Eastern boundaries are blurred, due to several waves of late migration (in the 18 th and 19 th century) in this area. The outlines of key wedding type areas demonstrate their significant autonomy with regard to language: a certain song type links territories related to different ethnicities. This rule applies both to the Slavic languages and the languages of different groups -Belarusian and Lithuanian (Baltic), Polish and Lithuanian.
Also, within the limits of UBPEM, the opposition of several huge zones has been detected through differences in the rhythmic organization of tunes. Among these can be named the following key pairs of territorial opposites: a) the Central-Eastern and North-Western sub-areas: the former, where the two-dimension rhythms and related algorithm of the syllable-chron divisions dominate; and the latter, "iambic arc" with the domination of three-dimensional rhythms, where the addition of extra syllables is also practiced together with elongation of melodic phrase duration; b) the opposites of the Northern and the Southern zone: the former being a zone of random alternation of iambuses and derived rhythmic figures in wedding tunes (Belarusian + Polissia + Pidliassia), and the latter (Ukrainian-Polish) zone of stable derivative forms.
The questions of current interest that we obtained are: the nature and (at least) approximate chronology of the occurrence of described interethnic continuum; its early traditional (rural) musical culture formed in the Slavonic-Baltic environment to accompany labour seasons and holidays of the annual agricultural cycle and also for wedding rituals. The contours of this macro-area have very ancient archaeological reasons, for example, Ukrainian-Belarusian anthropological maps, and the area of Baltic hydronyms. Also, the issues of UBPEM borders are still to be studied further; they concern the determination of lines of their passage and designation of their characteristics, whether they are precise or rather diffusive, and with transitional zones. Musicology
